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Liquid assets

Liquid assets : The wine clubs and immersion courses for high flyers
Nicole Rolet is one of the original founders of 67 Pall Mall, a private members' club launched in 2015 "by wine
lovers for wine lovers". The club, whose cellars can accommodate thousands of cases of the finest and rarest
wines in the world, is increasing its floor space to accommodate the rise in membership. In a fast- changing world,
says Rolet, professionals are taking time out for wine appreciation.
"As you hit middle age, it's not enough to be good at your job, you also have to be conversant in politics, art and
culture," says the elegant American, a former investment banker who has lived in London for 20 years. "The world
has progressed as we move from status symbols to status skills."
"Fine wine appreciation is not just about remembering the year of a fancy vintage but about appreciating why a wine
is special – just like fully appreciating nuances and styles of art, literature or music adds more enjoyment and
intensity to life".
Club member Jeremy Scott, whose long career spans PwC to Barclays, explains the benefits. "An interest in, and
knowledge, of fine wine, in my experience, is a wonderful way to relax when your job involves complex analysis and
levels of stress. It allows you to use some of the same skills but in a different context; it can require concentration
and focus and that meets the old adage that a change is as good as a rest."
He adds, "I have found that many people in business have, over time, gained a similar interest in fine wine and that
enables you to transcend small talk in networking situations and beyond. Sharing favourite bottles or vintages over a
business dinner at a private wine club breaks down barriers and enables you to gain a better understanding of your
colleagues and clients."
Co-founder of the Hotel du Vin Group Gerard Basset agrees. He has made a career of wine knowledge and trained
a generation of sommeliers. "There's no doubt that knowing about wine puts you at an advantage careerwise –
you're more confident in social situations and therefore in your role," Basset says.
But people don't always have the time to piece it all together. And here's where Nicole Rolet steps in. She spent 18
months compiling the Chêne Bleu Extreme Wine programme – five days of "total wine immersion" for global
business leaders. These are held at her rambling Provence estate, La Verrière. For Rolet not only chooses wine –
she makes it.
She also hosts a think tank, Fine Minds 4 Fine Wines, to bring together global experts and influencers to "build new
definitions and bridges between areas of knowledge and shape the future of fine wine". At the event, critics Jancis
Robinson and Nicholas Lander discussed the future of fine wine together with Dr Robin Niblett, director of Chatham
House and Rolet's husband Xavier Rolet, CEO of the London Stock Exchange. Topics debated included new
definitions of luxury and how future generations will integrate wine into their asset portfolios.
Despite hailing from a new winery, Chêne Bleu wines have received over 60 medals across the whole range,
including gold medals at London International Wine Challenge, Hong Kong International Wine Fair, Concours
Mondial de Bruxelles and Grenaches du Monde.
According to Rolet, most people remain quite ad hoc about their wine choices until their 40s and 50s, when
suddenly in a restaurant, they might be the most senior person in the group and a waiter hands them the wine list.
There's an implicit assumption that they will be choosing the wine.
"They can develop an imposter complex, trying to guess by price or clinging to the few names they already know,
instead of feeling confident and adventurous."
Rolet's blend of innovation and insight helps her students enhance their skills, grounded in an appreciation of fine
wines, from Provence to Pall Mall.
For details of wine immersion courses, where students gain a Wine & Spirit Education Trust (WSET) Level Two
qualification, visit laverriere.com/chenebleuextremewine/
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Clarette Wine Bar, W1
"Classy new wine pub in Marylebone, expertly run by Alexandra Petit, daughter of the owners of Château Margaux
and her partners. Has a great ‘wine by the glass' programme." clarettelondon.com
Tuggy Myers' Huntsworth Wines, W8
"For that classic neighbourhood wine merchant experience with all the bells and whistles." huntsworthwine.co.uk
The Library at Sketch, W1
"Still over delivers: their meticulously curated wine list, carefully calibrated to balance classics and newcomers is an
ode to precision. Scrupulous wine service is accessorised with dramatic decanters. Sommelier Fred Brugues is a
legend." sketch.london
The Claret Club
"The original iconic wine club. Denis Houles is a true gentleman of wine and his followers are A-list oenophiles."
claretclub.com
Dover Street Arts Club, W1
"Newly joined charismatic ‘uber sommelier' David Vareille's expertise is breathing new life into their wine list.
Le Gavroche, W1
"Through the decades they have kept themselves top of their game and have a new top drawer sommelier, Rémi
Cousin, who was previously at the Fat Duck in Bray." le-gavroche.co.uk
Hedonism wines, W1
"Disneyland for wine lovers, with heart-stopping selections and world-class service. Meet here for a drink and listen
to vinyl LPs – voted one of the absolute best wine shops in the world." hedonism.co.uk
Bar Boulud, Mandarin Oriental Hotel, SW1
"Don't be fooled by the casual atmosphere and iconic burgers, here they can pour exceptional vintages from
exceptional wines and showstopping large formats like Jereboams."barboulud.com/london/
Up and coming domaines
Newcomer Noble Rot and Atherton's Social: Social Eating House, Social Tapas and Pollen Street. Anything Xavier
Rousset touches or has touched – such as Blandford Comptoir or 2850. noblerot.co.uk; jasonatherton.co.uk;
xavierrousset.com
For staying at home
"Classic Bordeaux – the lesser growths of 2007 (a recently tasted favourite is Château Calon Ségur, St Estèphe
with a beautiful iodine/seaweed character rippling through) are showing very well, and are relatively inexpensive.
They have a classic style; a little herbaceous with plenty of forest floor and moss notes. You could also consider
one of the bigger Beaujolais Cru such as Côtes de Brouilly and Morgon from the ripe and generous 2015 vintage.
These wines have good depth, pleasing structure and are starting to show some movement from youthful
exuberance to aged complexity.
On the white front, head to Austria for some fresh Grüner Veltliner from the 2015 vintage, especially from Kremstal.
For lovers of ‘bigger' whites, the Smaragd Grüner Veltliner of the Wachau Valley are full bodied, ripe and dry. Our
own white Roussanne blend, Aliot, is a tiny production wine with a zingy finish that pairs well with foods such as
artichokes, truffles and cream sauces.
"As we move into the colder months, I look to wines from warmer regions. From Chêne Bleu, I would pick Héloïse
2010, an elegant Syrah-based wine, perfect with duck or goose."
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